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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 

connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 

1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 

Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 

so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality

To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 

right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 

that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 

ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please complete 

the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located to 

the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 

printer icon.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY
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Broad Perspective
Reasons to consider regularly revising MSAs

• Responding to organizational pain points and help streamline 

approvals

• Changes in laws

• Changes in circumstances

• Responding to local, national, and global events (i.e., GDPR, 

coronavirus, sanctions on countries)

Law Offices of  
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Why you may not want to update contracts
• Legal costs

• Administrative hassle (updating Ironclad, ServiceNow, or other 

workplace)

• Time involved in training staff  on new contract, how to handle 

potential push-back from customers or vendors

• Having multiple contracts in place (and keeping track of  who 

is using what contract)

Even with these reasons not to update, it’s still likely worth 

updating your agreements on, at least, a semi-regular basis

Law Offices of  
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How often to update?
Options include:

• Quarterly

• Semi-annually

• Annually

• When needed

May approach differently for sales and vendor contracts
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General Provisions and Contract 
Assessment: 2021 Considerations
• Force majeure

• Indemnification, particularly for:

• Data privacy, with recent updates to GDPR and in other 

states

• Employment law, with recent changes to classification 

laws (especially if  working with staffing agencies) 

• EEO Compliance

• Limitation of  Liability

• Assignments (want these if  you’re providing services, don’t 

want to include if  you’re buying services)

• Intellectual Property
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Compliance with Laws
Always push for language saying that either the customer or 

vendor will comply with laws in providing or receiving the services. 

Can protect you in a number of  ways including:

• Data security

• Privacy

• Employment law

• Force majeure 

• EEO Compliance

• Taxes

Law Offices of  
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Recitals
Importance of  properly drafted recitals

• Know which governing document controls

• Clear effective date

• Clearly states who the contract is between

• Includes any additional terms that parties specifically want 

called out
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Notice

Importance of  proper notice section

• Correct contacts for:

• Billing

• Legal

• Privacy/data security

• Helps with: 

• Termination notices

• Renewals

• Reporting/fixing bugs

• Suggestions/improvements 

Law Offices of  

Joshua R. Garber
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V. Codes of Conduct

• MSAs and other contracts often require that 
the party performing a service comply with a 
code of conduct and/or other similar policies.

• Small companies may draft a single code in 
general terms, while larger companies may 
have detailed requirements contained in one 
or more overlapping codes.
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V. Codes of Conduct

• This seminar is not about how to draft a code of conduct, but 
consider:

• A more general code of conduct might be applicable to a 
broader spectrum of business relationships.

• But a lack of specificity may also limit enforceability.

• Think about intent: Is the intent to create contractually 
binding obligations or to simply motivate good behavior?

• Larger point: If the client’s code of conduct is drafted in 
general terms, consider making any important requirements 
part of the terms and conditions.
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V. Codes of Conduct

• How to incorporate?

• Website link – e.g., 
codeofconduct.genericcompanyname.com

• Benefit: Living document

• Drawback: Need infrastructure 

• Contract exhibit

• Benefit: Physical document that can be 
attached to the contract.

• Drawback: Non-living – may require 
amendment to make changes
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• Order of Precedence Issues

• What if there is a conflict between something in 

the code of conduct and another contract 

document? Where does the code of conduct fit 

in the order of precedence?  

• May be more of an issue with a “living” 

code of conduct in which a change 

imposes a new requirement that conflicts 

with something else in the contract.

V. Codes of Conduct
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• Common law: Generally, permits assignment of 

contracts.

• Example: If A contracts with B to fix B’s bike for 

$100, A may subsequently assign its rights (to 

payment) and duties (to fix the bike) to C.

• If C does not fix the bike, B may sue either/both 

A and C.

• If C fixes the bike and B does not pay, only C 

may sue.

VI. Assignments
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• Exception to common law:

• Duties under a contract cannot be delegated if 

the contract involves a unique skill or talent.

• E.g., if you contract with Pearl Jam to play 

your 50th birthday party, Pearl Jam cannot 

delegate its obligations to a Pearl Jam 

cover band.

VI. Assignments
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• When drafting an MSA, include language 
addressing assignment rights.

• Typical service agreement:

• Prohibits the party providing the service from 
assigning the contract to a third party.

• Prohibits the party receiving the service from 
assigning the contract to a third party other 
than possibly an affiliate or a lender.

• Allows either party to make an assignment with 
the other party’s consent.

VI. Assignments
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• Practice Points
• When drafting an anti-assignment provision, 

consider specifying that any purported assignment 
is void or that the other party’s consent is a 
condition precedent to any assignment.

• Otherwise, assignment may be valid, and 
remedy would be for breach of contract.

• On the flip side, when negotiating for a party that 
obtains the right to make an assignment, 
consider including language that terminates that 
party’s obligations for future liabilities once 
assignment is made. 

VI. Assignments
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• What are we talking about?

• Hyperlink contained in one document that 

provides access to a different document (or 

another location in the same document).

• In context of online contracts, hyperlinks are 

often used to incorporate terms and conditions.

• Why use hyperlinking in contracts?

• Save space in the main contract document.

• Flexibility to change terms by updating content 

at the linked location.

VII. Links
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• Pitfalls of Using Hyperlinks
• Other party may not be willing to agree to terms 

and conditions that can be unilaterally changed.
• While hyperlinks may be an easy solution for the 

party imposing the hyperlinked terms, for the party 
that has to locate terms and track updates it is an 
added burden.

• Increased likelihood for inconsistencies between 
various contract documents that are layered within 
hyperlinks.

• Business unit that manages the hyperlinked site 
might be different than the group that manages the 
contracts.

VII. Links
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• Solutions:

• Identify certain important terms to include in the 

main contract that always have precedence 

over terms contained at a hyperlink.

• Provide a remedy to the other party if changes 

to hyperlinked terms materially impact the 

services, e.g., right of termination, changed 

pricing, etc.

VII. Links
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• General rules for successful incorporation:

• The hyperlink is clear and conspicuous.

• The underlying agreement sufficiently details what 
terms are being incorporated through the 
hyperlink.

• Hyperlinked terms are easily accessible – e.g., the 
link goes directly to a page containing the relevant 
terms and not the company’s main page.

• A click box or other mechanism is included for the 
party to acknowledge linked terms (most important 
for consumer contracts).

VII. Links
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• Caselaw
• Manasher v. NECC Telecom, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 68795, 

2007 WL 2713845 (E.D. Mich. 2007) (hyperlinked arbitration 
agreement not enforceable where linked terms were referenced 
on printed invoice and not clearly incorporated).

• Jensen v. Cablevision Sys. Corp., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
158872 (E.D.N.Y. 2017) (genuine issue of material fact existed 
as to whether hyperlink to service provider’s main website 
sufficiently incorporated terms and conditions).

• Int’l Star Registry of Ill. v. Omnipoint Mktg., LLC, 2006 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 68420, 2006 WL 2598056 (N.D. Ill. 2006) (forum 
selection clause enforceable where party signed invoice 
specifically agreeing to terms and conditions located at linked 
location).

VII. Links
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Zachary S. Davis
Associate

Zachary Davis is an experienced construction and design 
attorney who advises clients on a broad spectrum of legal 
matters, with specific emphasis on resolving complex 
commercial disputes. He also has significant experience negotiating 
construction and design contracts.

Zachary employs a proactive approach in assisting clients whether in 
adversarial proceedings or contract negotiations. He has advocated 
on behalf of clients before a variety of adversarial tribunals including 
federal and state courts, arbitration panels and administrative bodies. 
Zachary’s clients have included corporations, business owners and 
entrepreneurs in the construction, real estate, technology, hospitality, 
telecommunications, financial services, and insurance industries.

503.294.9410 | Email zachary.davis@stoel.com
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Security Audits, Data Privacy, Insurance

• These portions of the MSA can be easy to overlook (and often are) 
because they do not get to the bottom line: the service and the payment 
for the service.   

• They tend to be long clauses or subject to their own separate exhibit.

• In general, they represent an added cost to performance. 

• Plus, they require unique knowledge:
• Security requires intervention from IT (and other departments).
• Data Privacy requires intervention from a regulatory expert.
• Insurance requires intervention from the finance department (and 

others).



VIII. Security 
Audits

• Security requirements generally require a party to 
the MSA (normally the vendor) to implement 
administrative, physical and technical safeguards 
pertaining to the systems used and data 
accessed/generated by the vendor in 
performance of the MSA.



VIII. Security 
Audits

• The security requirements can take many shapes and 
forms.  For example, they can require the vendor to:

• Obtain reports (i.e. SSAE, ISAE, CASSA).

• Follow PCI standards (or other industry standard).

• Perform background checks on workforce.
• Work history.

• Criminal backgrounds.

• Education history.

• Comply with specific laws and regulations (overlap with Data 
Privacy).

• Follow specific computer access steps, use certain anti-virus, 
access systems only using specific protocols, limit the types of 
software used for performance of services, etc. 

• Use certain type of hardware. 

• Comply with a Consent Order or specific regulatory mandate.

• Protect physical offices with security guards.

• Others, specific to the industry and type of services.



VIII. Security 
Audits

• Security audits are a tool to ensure that the vendor is 
complying with the MSA’s security requirements.  

• Types of audits:
• Review of books and records.

• In-person interviews of vendor personnel.

• Access to reports.

• System penetration tests.

• Others. 

• When can audits be performed?

• Due to the pandemic, specifically the “work-from-
home” modality, there is a need to update MSAs to 
reflect “work-from-home” issues that likely were not 
anticipated when the MSA was negotiated.

• Personal laptop use.

• Home internet use and home Wi-Fi issues; shared networks.

• Home physical security issues.

• Use of antivirus.

• “Work-from-home” training and best practices



VIII. Security Audits

• Does the MSA permit an audit at this point 
in time?

• Require more regular audits, self-audits, 
certifications.

• Security requirements and audit clauses 
going forward:

• Increased use of cloud services.

• Separate networks for home and office use, complex 
password creation, encrypted Wi-Fi (WPA-2 or WPA-3).

• Use of VPN.

• Revise “bring your own device” policy.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Special Report on 
Cybersecure Remote Working During Covid-19.



IX. Data Privacy

Friday, January 28, 2022 

Data Privacy Day



IX. Data Privacy

• Moving target:  Continuous need to revise MSAs for Data Privacy compliance 
and to keep up with the law.

• GDPR set a global standard. 

• CCPA, GDPR, LGPD, Asia Pacific, and others. 

• “Compliance with Laws” clauses may help.

• Assess level of risk and commercial realities:  Cost of compliance.

• Know your vendor!
• Local, international, or both?



IX. Data Privacy (Privacy Shield)

https://www.privacyshield.gov/Program-Overview



IX. Data Privacy

• Enacted Federal Laws:
• The Internet of Things Cybersecurity Improvement Act of 2020 (federal purchases of IoT devices).

• Enacted State Laws:
• California Consumer Privacy Act – went into effect on January 1, 2020 (use of consumer personal information).
• CCPA regulations – went into effect on August 14, 2020 (notices, business practices, special rules).

• California Privacy Rights and Enforcement Act – will go into effect on January 1, 2023 (“covered business”).

• Maine’s Act to Protect the Privacy of Online Consumer Information – went into effect on July 1, 2020 (consumer consent).
• Nevada’s Act Relating to Internet Privacy – went into effect on October 1, 2019 (consumer opt out).

• Nevada’s NRS 603A.210 – went into effect on January 1, 2021 (government agencies). 

• New York’s Stop Hacks and Improve Electronic Data Security Act (SHIELD Act) – went into effect on March 2020 (data breach 
notification and protection of private information).

• Oregon’s Act Relating to Actions with Respect to a Breach of Security that Involves personal Information – went into effect on 
January 1, 2020 (notification to consumer for breaches of security).

• Oregon’s Act Relating to Security Measures Required for Devices that Connect to the Internet – went into effect on January 1, 
2020 (manufacturer requirements on devices connected to the internet).

• Washington’s Act Relating to the Use of Facial Recognition Services – will go into effect on July 1, 2021 (use of facial 
recognition technology by state and local governments). 



IX. Data Privacy

Inquire: What will the vendor do? What access will the vendor have?
From the CCPA:

“Collects,” “collected” or “collection” means buying, renting, gathering, obtaining, 
receiving, or accessing any personal information pertaining to a consumer by any 
means. This includes receiving information from the consumer, either actively or 
passively, or by observing the consumer’s behavior.
“Processing” means any operation or set of operations that are performed on personal 
information or on sets of personal information, whether or not by automated means.
“Service provider” means a person that processes personal information on behalf of a 
business and that receives from or on behalf of the business consumer’s personal 
information for a business purpose pursuant to a written contract, provided that the 
contract prohibits the person from […].



X. Insurance

• Typical insurance requirements in MSAs:
• Worker’s Compensation and Employer’s Liability.
• Commercial General Liability.
• Cyber Insurance.
• Auto Insurance.
• Umbrella and/or Excess Insurance.
• Errors and Omissions.
• Network Security Insurance.
• Fidelity/Crime Insurance.

• New trend seen in tech MSAs – Vendor to have insurance to cover “any liabilities” 
that may arise in performance of the MSA.

• Interest in making sure that the vendor is properly insured and that its operations 
will not be interrupted.  Companies also want to be named “additional insureds” 
under the vendor’s policy.  Lastly, companies do not want risk of claims from the 
vendor’s own employees. 



X. Insurance

• Most MSAs do not have an ongoing right to change this clause. 
• Wait until it is time to renew?

• Many MSAs are probably underinsured due to the work-from-home 
practices not considered pre-pandemic.

• Specific insurance line issues (both standard requirements in MSAs):

• Worker’s Compensation: increased percentage of workforce expected to 
work from home.

• Cyber Insurance/Network: security issues, network, and related matters.

• New lines of insurance: pandemic insurance?
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Gabriela routinely represents top-tier companies that provide services to
tech giants and has negotiated Master Service Agreements on behalf of
her clients with several top-ranking U.S. tech giants. In this role, Gabriela
has negotiated millions of dollars in Master Service Agreements related
to software used by Americans in their everyday lives.

A leader within the Texas Bar, Gabriela is the Immediate Past Chair of the
International Law Section of the Texas Bar, where she oversaw and led
over 700 lawyers across Texas and the United States. Gabriela has served
as M&A counsel to U.S. and foreign companies in multiple transactions
across a broad range of industries, including the digital technology and
human resources industries. Known for her technology transactions
expertise, in 2017, Gabriela was the general counsel for the seller in the
largest software product acquisition in Latin America with the acquisition
of Grupo Synthesis by Linx S.A. (BVMF: LINX3). Originally from
Argentina, Gabriela enjoys working dynamically with clients from across
the globe and enjoys and appreciates cultures and global business
environments. In 2018, 2019, and 2020, Gabriela was selected by her
peers as a Rising Star in the area of International Law in the State of
Texas.


